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About This Game

Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Whirlbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will

show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 30 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 30
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat

previous scores.

Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
30 Robots(aka Levels) to complete

300 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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Don't Buy ,

Positive : Bird sound

Negative : all the game

. pay to win?. I made my kids get off of all electronic devices until I beat the Bot on medium. They were going nuts cheering for
me. This game is actually quite fun!. Its a good game overall, rather short for my liking though. Sometimes voice tracks seems
to be a little off.. Many, many years and probably about 20 games later, Vogel releases his finest game to date. A lot of people
who look at Spiderweb's titles as being the same over and over again most likely haven't played enough of them to see the subtle
differences. There are a couple things that set Avadon 3: The Warborn apart from previous titles. One, it's slightly more
accessible than previous entries. The character leveling and skill trees aren't quite as involved. This may offend some of the
most hardcore RPG fanatics, but may help newer players get into the characters a bit more without feeling overwhelmed. Also,
while still being a fairly open game, progression feels a bit more pointed, and less "all over the place" like the earlier Avernum
games. I can appreciate both of Vogel's styles completely, the mass chaos of the Avernum sytling and the simplified, slightly
more streamlined Avadon entries. Without ruining the story, I'd say by the end I'm completely satisfied with the way Vogel
ended the Avadon series. Lots of twists and turns, and plenty of choice and consequence, and certainly multiple endings,
depending on how you handle certain events. The game took a bit less time to complete than Avadon 2: The Corruption, and
that's okay. Finishing it never felt like a chore, and makes me look forward to playing whatever he comes up with next. Highly
recommended to older gamers and younger players who prefer substance over flash.. Awesome combat, fast movement, good
boss fights, fun story.

This is the one game i got in the end of year sale that im REALLY happy i picked up.

10/10 recommended. Nothing good from this clicker. Boring. Fun, simplified tank combat. Visuals are pretty nice, wish the
game were optimized a bit better though. Feels like it takes more to run this at a reasonable framerate than the game is really
pushing out. Controls might confuse you a bit at first since reversing actually inverts your controls. Biggest gripe I can think of
with this game is the lack of players, as I'm guessing this is pretty obscure. Be sure you have a couple of friends to play this
with.
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Frequent crashes, tutorial has a few bugs. The game is so unstable on a mac I cannot play for more than 5 consecutive minutes. I
wish this gets sorted out quickly :(. SwordBounce is a fun, challenging precise platformer that has beautiful artwork. I would
recommend it to anyone who is a fan of the genre but a small warning for those that suffer from carpal tunnel or similar hand
issues; it does not have controller support so it can quickly get hard on your hands. You can read my full thoughts here: 
https:\/\/whatevo.com\/post\/237\/steam-summer-sale-retrospective. Rly nice Application for Desktop Wallpapers.
You can use existing animated Wallpapers or create your own ones and publish them on Steam Workshop.
There are quit many effects you can add to existing Wallpapers.
. it is a great gun game blowing up stuff shooting stuff crashing into stuff it a really fun game to play. German further down...

InvertMouse is celebrating 5 years existence with her best title. Wounderful Artwork, nice music and a tragic story about a
forbidden friendship.

It reminded me sometimes of Disneys "The Fox and the Hound". Seems like some aspects were inspired from it.

Pro:
- Cute Artdesign
- Over 5 hour content
- Ending requirements IN GAME and it keeps track of your choices. I want that more often in other VNs
- No blind choices
- Glossar included
- Ear Animation of the Birdings (So cute ^_^)

Contra:
- No Voices

PS: NO Yuri includes, just friendship

_____________________________________________
Invertmouse feiert 5 Jahre mit ihrem bislang besten Titel. Zauberhaftes Artwork, eing\u00e4ngige Musik und eine tragische
Geschichte \u00fcber eine verbotene Freundschaft.

Ich musste Regelm\u00e4ssig an den Disney-Film Cap und Capper denken beim lesen. Einige Paralellen sind vorhanden.

Pro:
- Sehr sch\u00f6nes Artdesign
- 5 Stunden+ Inhalt
- Ending Voraussetzungen klar integriert und Entscheidungen werden sichtbar Dokumentiert
- Keine blinden Entscheidungen
- Enth\u00e4lt Glossar
- Ohr-Animation der Vogelmenschen (So s\u00fcss ^_^)

Contra:
- Keine Stimmen

PS: Es ist KEIN Yuri. If you have a cryptic state of mind, this is the game for you. A bit old school and rough but I'd say 10/10
on dynamic atmosphere , difficulty and plot. I do plan on beating it but i died at level 4 to wrestling with boxes xD. Overall i can
see why people give it negative reviews... they come from an age of hand holding and lack critical thinking.. the clues make it
much easier IMO. If the game had a different/upgraded engine, some polish and very very very slightly increased lighting i
would give ya 20$ for a good full game length experience of the sorts. (If co-op is in the mix maybe a 25-30$. Awesome
soundtrack! Really sets the tone for the game. Also, pretty sure if you buy the soundtrack Jake Butineau stops hunting you down
like a Terminator across the map in-game.

UPDATE: He does not stop. Good game, would like to see more VR RPGs, At the start of the game I was a bumbling
apprentice who missed alot with the fireball, by the end of the game I was a spell slinging monster, dancing around my enemies
and unleashing barrage after barrage of elemental fury.
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As for any cons to the game... well I can't really think of anything that bugged me, except for this one part when I made the
game crash because I triggered alot of events in rapid succession.
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